ABSTRACT.
In the present paper we investigate the stability of the ascent and descent of a linear operator T when T is subjected to a perturbation by a linear operator C which commutes with T. The domains and ranges of T and C lie in some linear space X. The results are used to characterize the Browder essential spectrum of T. We conclude with a number of remarks concerning the notion of commutativity used in the present paper.
Introduction.
To discuss ascent and descent one must consider iterates of operators.
Some sort of commutativity of T and C is necessary in order to meaningfully compare operators such as T and (T + C) and to "factor" operator products (cf. Lemma 1.4). We shall say a linear operator C commutes with
T if (i) the domain of C, JJ(C), contains the domain of T, (ii) Cx e 3/(T) whenever x £ J)(T), and (iii) TCx = CTx for x e J)(T ) This definition coincides with the usual one when T and C ate defined on all of X. Note that T commutes with itself if and only if T maps i)(T) into J'(T).
In $T we collect together a number of preliminary lemmas about operators and defined by CTx = CiTx) ix £ SD(CT)).
Iterates of T are now defined by induction. By definition, T -T, and for 72 > 1 the operator Tn is defined to be the product of T and T"~\ i.e. T" = TT71'1. T° shall be read as the identity operator on X.
In this section we collect together a number of lemmas about T, T + C and their iterates.
1.1. Lemma. // C commutes with T, then -C commutes with T + C.
Proof. By definition, 3)(T + C) = ÍD(T), and thus C3)(7 + C) C 2)(T + C). Take x in Î)[(T + C)2]. Then x £ 3)(T) = 3)(T + C) and T* + Cx = (T + C)x £ BCf + C). Also, Cx e 3)(T + C), so Tx e 3)(T + C) = TiT), and x £ 3)(T2). From Cx e CÎ>iT) C 3)(T) C 3)(C) we see that x £ 3)(C2). Thus we have
(T + C)Cx = TCx + C2x = CTx + C2x = CiT + C)x, that is, -C commutes with T + C. (e) CTO)"« = T"c"x = C"Tnx = iCTTx for x m ®(7" + 1);
(g) (r + c)"x = X"=0(*)r"-'c'x = S"=0(?)c!'t"-'x /or * 272 $(t").
Proof. The verification of the statements above by induction is straight-3)(T) onto X, then, ¡or n, Ú = 1, 2, • • <,
Cú)iCT~1)nx = CnT~nx ¡or x e X.
Proof. Also omitted.
1.4. Lemma. Suppose that C commutes with T. If T is one-to-one and onto X, then, ¡or n = 1, 2, • • ■ ,
(1) (T+ C)n = (/+ CT-X)nTn = Tnil + CT'1)".
(/+ CT-'yx = J^{r>\iCT-1)'x = f^h\c'T->x.
From Lemma 1.2(a) we conclude that (/+ Cl )"x -x e2)(T). Therefore,
x e®(T) whenever (/+ CT-l)nx £Î>(7). In this case, CT~lx £®(T2), so that (2) implies (/ + Cl )"x -x ej)ÍT ). Proceeding with the same argument, one
sees that x e®(T") whenever (/ + CT~ )"x €j)iT"). The converse is also true.
Hence 3) ÍT" V + CT~ ')"] = 3) (T"). In view of Lemma 1.2(f), this shows that the operators in (1) have the same domain.
Now given x £ 2)(Tn), we may write x = T~nw for some w £ X. From Lemma 1.2(g) and (2), we have (7+ C)nx = J^in\clT"-iiT-"w) = (/ + Cr""1)"z^ = (/+ CT-1)"Tnx. 
Proof. Let X be a subspace of "HiT") such that
TiiT") = Mr + c)n+k~l ] n JUT")! © xv
It follows from Lemma 1.2(g) that (7 + C)n+k~1 maps 71(7") into %iCk). Since (7 + C)n+k~l is one-to-one on Xp dim X < dim <R(Cfe). This proves (a).
To prove (b), let x , -~,*m be in cS)iTn+k'~1) such that Tn+k~1x v .... not all zero, such that Sm ,a C v . = 0, and hence
Since the a . are not all zero, {7" x i"2-, is not linearly independent modulo 9U(7 + C)"l n $(7"+fe-1), a contradiction. Thus 772 < dimíRíC*), which proves (b).
2.2. Theorem. Suppose that C commutes with 7 and dimiR(C ) < m for some integer k>\. Then, if 7 has finite ascent (resp. descent), T + C has finite ascent (resp. descent).
Proof. Suppose that ct(7) = p < o». For n > p, let 71(7")_ 71(7")
By Lemma 2.1(a), a < dim irî(C) < °°. Since the null spaces of the iterates of T + C form an increasing nest of subspaces, it follows that there is an integer N > p such that a = a for n > N. But this implies The proof for the case when T has finite descent is similar and will be omitted.
Suppose that C is a linear operator on X with the following property: "If T is a linear operator such that C commutes with T and aiT) < oo and 8ÍT) < oo, then aiT + C) < oo and 8iT + C) < oo." Then, by taking T to be scalar multiples of the identity operator, we see that On the other hand, C7_ is bounded and so CT~ y must be a null sequence.
This implies w = 0. It follows that C7_ has a closed extension.
Since the domain of C7_1 is all of X, C7-1 must itself be closed. But then C7_I is bounded by the closed graph theorem.
To show that (C7_ ) is compact, we use Lemma 1.3 to see that <R[(C7-1)*] = Cfe3)(7fe) C C%Tk) = C%iT~k) == %CT~k).
Since C is 7 -compact, C7_ is compact on X. Thus (C7-1) is a bounded operator whose range is contained in that of a compact operator. A result of Phillips implies that iCT~l)k is compact (cf. Theorem 2.13.8 of [6] ).
3.5. Theorem. Suppose that niT) = diT) < <x> and a(7) < °o. Ler C commute with 7 and suppose that C satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
(i) C is a compact linear operator on X;
(ii) C is a Riesz operator;
(iii) C is T -compact.
Then T + C is closed and [July 
From this it follows that C is (T + B) -compact.
But S is compact, so -B + C is (T + ,9) -compact.
Next we observe that T + C = (T + B) + (-B + C).
Formula (7) now follows from Lemma 3-3, Lemma 3.4 and the remark preceding T is a bounded linear operator such that C commutes with T, niT) = diT) < oo and a(7) < + oo, then n(T + C) = d(T + C) < oo and aiT + C) = SiT + C) < oo."
Then, by taking nonzero multiples of the identity operator, we see that n(A/ + C) = di\I + C) < oo and a{\I + C) = S(A/ + C) < oo, is the complement in the complex plane of the set {A £ C| 72(A -7) = d(\ -7) < 00 and a deleted neighbourhood of A is in the resolvent set of T\.
Let S be a set of linear operators whose domains and ranges lie in X. We shall say that a subset A of the spectrum of 7, oiT), remains invariant under perturbations of 7 by operators in 0 if A C M r.c oiT + S).
In the present section we show that ess (7) is the largest subset of the spec- for an operator C with S)(C) D jD(T) and C commuting with 7 in the sense of In particular, this implies that \\pjT)ek\\<\\C\\ U =1,2, ...).
The last formula shows that each ô (7) is bounded on the set \e ,, e ., e " ■ ■ • |. 
